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Abstract
Biological organisms operate under severe energy constraints but are still the most
powerful computational systems that we know of. In contrast, modern AI algorithms
are generally implemented on power-hungry hardware resources such as GPUs, limit-
ing their use at the edge. This work explores the application of biologically-inspired
energy constraints to spiking neural networks to better understand their effects on
network dynamics and learning and to gain insight into the creation of more energy-
efficient AI. Energy constraints are modeled by abstracting the role of astrocytes in
metabolizing glucose and regulating the activity-driven distribution of ATP molecules
to “pools” of neurons and synapses.
First, energy constraints are applied to the fixed recurrent part (a.k.a. reservoir)
of liquid state machines (LSM)—a type of recurrent spiking neural network—in order
to analyze their effects on both the network’s computational performance and ability
to learn. Energy constraints were observed to have a significant influence on the
dynamics of the network based on metrics such as Lyapunov exponent and separation
ratio. In several cases the energy constraints also led to an increase in the LSM’s
classification accuracy (up to 6.17% improvement over baseline) when applied to two
time series classification tasks: epileptic seizure detection and gait recognition. This
improvement in classification accuracy was also typically correlated with the LSM
separation metric (Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.9 for seizure detection task).
However, the increased classification accuracy was generally not observed in LSMs
with sparse connectivity, highlighting the role of energy constrains in sparsifying
the LSM’s spike activity, which could lead to real-world energy savings in hardware
implementations.
In addition to the fixed LSM reservoir, the impact of energy constraints was
also explored in the context of unsupervised learning with spike-timing dependent
plasticity (STDP). It was observed that energy constraints can have the effect of
ii
decreasing the magnitude of the update of synaptic weights by up to 72.4%, on
average, depending on factors such as the energy cost of neuron spikes and energy
pool regeneration rate. Energy constraints under certain conditions were also seen
to modify which input frequencies the synapses respond to, tending to attenuate or
eliminate weight updates from high frequency inputs. The effects of neuronal energy
constraints on STDP learning were also studied at the network level to determine
their effects on classification task performance.
The final part of this work attempts to co-optimize an LSM’s energy consumption
and performance through reinforcement learning. A proximal policy optimization
(PPO) agent is introduced into the LSM reservoir to control the level of neuronal
spiking. This was done by allowing it to modify individual energy constraint parame-
ters. The agent is rewarded based on the separation of the reservoir and additionally
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State-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms are often very computationally
expensive to run. For example, the AI agent OpenAI Five, trained to play Dota 2,
a modern competitive video game, required 10 months of training with thousands
of GPUs and tens of thousands of CPU cores [32]. Although it was able to achieve
super-human performance on the task by besting the world champions of the game
in 2019, the algorithm’s computational requirements precludes its use on the edge,
where energy and other resources are limited. Implementing AI at the edge requires
lighter-weight AI algorithms to meet the constraints of the hardware and, if the device
has a finite energy supply, more energy-efficient AI algorithms. As an alternative to
including AI processing at the edge, some applications offload the computation of the
AI algorithms to offsite resources ‘in the cloud’. This, however, requires reliable cloud
connectivity, will increase the amount of energy the device spends on communication,
may introduce latency due to transmission of data, and may present a security risk.
For example, smart security cameras for intrusion detection that offload computation
to cloud resources can have a latency of up to 5 seconds from the collection of a
frame of video to receiving a classification result [39]. For applications where latency
and other risks brought by communication with cloud resources are unacceptable, AI
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algorithms need to be implemented directly on the devices. Doing this, however, will
increase the computational needs of the edge device, potentially increasing its cost
and power consumption. In the cases where a system at the edge has a need for AI
and also has limited energy availability, it would be ideal to strike a balance between
energy consumption and performance and a source of inspiration for this may be
found in biological systems.
This thesis is motivated by the parallels between biological computation and
energy-constrained edge computing. Biological computation in brains is also an
energy-constrained phenomenon. Energy is supplied to the brain in part by glu-
cose, a simple sugar commonly used in biological organisms as a source of metabolic
energy, circulating through the blood. Upon reaching the brain, glucose is believed to
be predominantly consumed by the brain’s glial cells, predominantly astrocytes [21].
Astrocytes connect to blood vessels in the brain in order to facilitate the extraction of
glucose from the blood, which they subsequently metabolize to produce lactate and
can transport that to neurons [33]. It has been shown that neurons prefer lactate as a
source of metabolic energy over glucose and that the flow of lactate from astrocytes to
neurons accelerates in brain regions where there is increased activity [33]. Astrocytes
also store glycogen, a compound used in biological systems as a means for storing
carbohydrates, which can be converted to energy for on-demand use by neurons [6].
The brain appears to leverage the storage and use of this metabolic energy to provide
stability in its operation. The authors of [6], for example, hold that disruptions in
brain energy metabolism may be responsible for the generation and continuation of
epileptic seizures. This function of glial cells, where they serve to extract energy from
the blood, maintain an energy store, and provide energy to neurons serves as a source
of inspiration for this work.
The overarching goal of this thesis is to explore the impact of biologically-inspired
energy constraints on the dynamics, computational performance and learning of spik-
3
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ing neural networks. Specifically, the objectives of this thesis are:
1. Simulate the influence of biologically inspired energy constraints on the compu-
tational performance of a liquid state machine (LSM)
2. Study the impact of biologically-inspired energy constraints on spike-timing
dependent plasticity (STDP) learning
3. Identify methods to co-optimize an energy-constrained network’s energy con-
sumption and performance using reinforcement learning
To our knowledge, no work has yet been done to study the effects of adding models
of energy constraints to the performance of a neural network trained to perform a
computational task. It is the hope that, by studying this type of energy constrained
network, insight will be gained on constructing a neural network while co-optimizing
performance and energy consumption.
1.2 Document Structure
The organization of the remainder of this document is as follows: Chapter 2 contains
background information on LSMs, and summaries of related work performed by other
authors. Chapter 3 contains work done towards analyzing the impact of energy
constraints on the performance of LSMs. Chapter 4 contains work done analyzing the
impact of energy constrained spike-time dependent plasticity. Chapter 5 details work
done to co-optimize LSM performance and energy consumption with reinforcement
learning. Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.
4
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Liquid State Machines and Spiking Neural Networks
2.1.1 Spiking Neural Networks
The progression of neural networks is explained well by Maass in [26]. The first
generation of neural networks first were groups of perceptrons that produce binary
outputs. It was shown that networks of these neurons could implement any binary
function [4]. To better emulate the function of our brains, the second generation of
neural networks introduced neurons with continuous inputs and activation functions.
These networks emulate the computation in biological brains, as the output of neurons
from this generation can be interpreted as spiking rates of biological neurons. For that
reason, they are also referred to as rate-based neurons. Eventually, however, some
doubt was shed about the encoding of information in biological brains by spiking
rate, as it was seen that animals can react quicker than would be warranted by
sampling spiking rates over periods of times. As such, theories that information is
temporally encoded in biological brains gained traction along with the popularity
of spiking neural networks; those that emulate the spiking characteristics seen in
biological brains [26]. It was shown by Maass in [26] that models of spiking neurons
have at least as much computational power as those in the popular rate-based neurons
with activation functions, and also showed that some tasks could be solved with fewer
5
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spiking neurons than it could be with rate-based ones [26].
A widely-used neuron model of spiking neurons is the Leaky-Integrate-and-Fire
(LIF) neuron. The LIF neuron model was introduced by Knight, et al who described
it as a ‘forgetful integrate-and-fire’ model [23]. It is a simple neuron model where the
membrane voltage Vm is more dependent on recent spike inputs than older ones. The
change in Vm over time was described as [23]:
dVm
dt
= I(t)− λVm (2.1)
where I(t) is the total input to the neuron at a time t and λ controls how quickly the
membrane voltage decays. When the neuron’s membrane potential reaches a voltage
threshold Vth, the neuron resets itself and emits a spike. This equation can be mod-
ified to include a reset voltage, a minimum membrane potential, as well as changing
the effective weight of the input currents by introducing membrane resistance and




Rm ∗ I(t)− (Vm − Vreset)
τm
(2.2)
where Vreset is the minimum membrane potential, Rm is the membrane resistance and
τm is the membrane time constant, equal to the product of Rm and the membrane
capacitance, Cm. (2.2) is the one that governs all of the LIF neurons utilized during
the course of this work.
2.1.2 Liquid State Machines
Liquid state machines (LSM) [27], similar to the echo state network (ESN) [20], are
recurrent neural networks that learn from random spatiotemporal features extracted
by a fixed-weight ‘reservoir’. A reservoir, in both cases, is a group of interconnected
computational units. In an LSM, the reservoir (coined the ‘liquid’) is composed of
6
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spiking neurons, while an ESN’s reservoir is composed of rate-based neurons. LSMs
and ESNs represent two specific implementations of a more general paradigm of ma-
chine learning called reservoir computing. It is interesting to note that the reservoir
for a reservoir computer does not actually have to be composed of neurons, as seen
in the work of [15], where the authors utilized a bucket of water as the reservoir in
their LSM trained to classify spoken digits.
An advantage of reservoir computing is that the synaptic connections within the
reservoir are usually fixed and do not require learning. This allows for a quick training
time while still achieving good performance. In the case of both the ESN and LSM,
the only synaptic weights that need to be trained are the weights between the reservoir
and the readout layer, which maps states of the reservoir to the desired outputs.
The state of the reservoir of the machine M at a time t, xM(t) given an input to
the reservoir u can be represented as [27]:
xM(t) = (LMu)(t) (2.3)
where LM represents the effect of the reservoir on the input u.
The action of the readout layer can be described as applying a readout function,
fM , that maps the current state at a time t to the output. This can be seen as (2.4),
where y(t) is the output of the LSM at time t:
y(t) = fM(xM(t)) (2.4)
A depiction of an LSM resembling that constructed during the course of this work
can be seen as Figure 2.1. It can be noted that, in this implementation, the inputs
are sparsely connected to the reservoir, that the readout layer is fully connected to
the reservoir, and the reservoir itself contains recurrent and sparse connections.
7
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of an LSM. The darker-colored (purple) spheres are spiking neurons.
Gray arrows are synaptic connections. The light-gray spheres can either be rate-based or
spiking neurons depending on the implementation of the LSM.
2.1.3 Liquid State Machine Structure
A Liquid State Machine (LSM), as proposed in [27], is, in this work, constructed
with leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF) neurons. Each LIF neuron created was labeled
as either inhibitory or excitatory, with a 15% chance of being an inhibitory neuron.
Neurons were placed within a 1x1x1 grid where each neuron’s x, y, and z locations
were determined by sampling from a uniform random distribution from 0 to 1. The
probability of any two neurons being connected via a synapse is defined by:
pi,j = Ci,j ∗ e−(
√
(xi−xj)2+(yi−yj)2+(zi−zj)2/λ)2 (2.5)
This method of interconnecting neurons is described by Maass in [27] and tends
to make connections between closer neurons more likely than those farther away. pi,j
is the probability of a synapse existing between neuron i and neuron j. C is the
base probability of a synapse existing between two neurons. Different values for C
were given for different synapse types. xi, yi, and zi are the x, y, and z positions,
respectively, for neuron i on the 3D grid. λ is a constant that modifies the average
8
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length of connections.
A† = (A∗A)−1A∗ (2.6)
We sparsely connect each feature of the input to the reservoir and fully connect the
reservoir with an output neuron. The weights between the reservoir and the output
neuron are trained using the Moore-Penrose psuedo-inverse, which is computed for
a matrix A as per (2.6), where A∗ is the conjugate transpose of matrix A, the −1
superscript indicates matrix inversion, and A† is the pseudoinverse of A [12]. We
train the network on a measure of the activity of each neuron in the reservoir at the
end of a sample in the dataset. As a measure of neuron activity, we use a linearly
decaying trace that increments by a constant amount every time a reservoir neuron
spikes. This is the same method used as simplified short-term plasticity (STP) in the
work of [38]:
S(t) = S(t− 1)− α ∗ (x(t)− β) (2.7)
Where x is a function returning one if there is a spike that timestep, else zero. α
and β are constant scalars. In the original equation, S represents synaptic efficacy,




The separation quality of a reservoir refers to its ability to yield different reservoir
states for different input classes. Separation was originally defined as the average
9
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where Oi is the set of reservoir states for input class i, out of N input classes. || · ||2






where | · | denotes the cardinality of a set.
The idea of separation was later expanded in the work of [31] to include the
variance of reservoir states for each input class, along with the distance between
each class’s reservoir states. This variance is computed by taking the average of the














Separation is finally calculated as (2.12) [31]. This version of separation includes
the original definition, which only measures the distance between classes in reservoir
space and expands it by lowering separation based on intra-class variance, as it could
be the case where there is very high intra-class variance but the center of masses of
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This version of the separation of the reservoir is the one referred to as separation
for the remainder of this document.
2.1.4.2 Lyapunov Exponent
The largest Lyapunov exponent is a measure of the ‘chaoticness’ of a dynamic system.
A positive Lyapunov exponent indicates that the system is chaotic – a small change in
initial conditions will result in a large change in the final state of the system. On the
other hand, a negative Lyapunov exponent would indicate that the system is ordered
– the state of the system will asymptotically approach the same state over time given
an initial difference. A Lyapunov exponent near zero would indicate that the system
is operating on the ‘edge of chaos’. It has been thought that the computational
capacity of dynamical systems is largest at the edge of chaos, but the work of [9]
shows that this is not universally true, as it was seen for some tasks and reservoir
types that better performance was achieved outside of the edge of chaos.
A method of estimating the largest Lyapunov exponent is detailed in the work of
[25]. The method they had utilized was to introduce a small initial state difference
in the reservoir and observe its impact on a final reservoir state over two runs given
identical inputs:
λ ≈ ln (δ∆T/δo)
∆T
(2.13)
δo is the magnitude of the initial spike, δ∆T is the euclidean distance between the
two reservoir states after time ∆T . To estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent with
(2.13), an initial spike is generated from a random reservoir neuron in the LSM to
form δo. Then identical inputs are passed through the LSM twice, once with the
initial spike added and once without it. The difference in the two states obtained
becomes δ∆T . This is the version of Lyapunov exponent estimation exclusively used
in this work.
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2.1.5 Previous Work on Liquid State Machines
Liquid state machines have seen good performance on time series classification and
prediction tasks. Work has been done evaluating their performance on tasks such
as speech recognition, seen in the work of Jin et al., where the authors analyze
the performance of an LSM on a spoken digit speech recognition task while varying
parameters pertaining to the LSM, including weight quantization [22]. The authors
of [15] utilize an LSM to classify spoken digits and also evaluate it on an XOR task.
LSMs have also been seen to be used to identify people based on their walking pattern
using accelerometer data recorded by a mobile phone [34]. The authors of [34] create
a digital implementation of the reservoir of their LSM in order to facilitate integration
with hardware. LSMs have also been used in making classifications based off of time
series EEG data. For instance, the authors of [1] using their LSM with EEG data to
classify a person’s emotion and the authors of [34] use EEG data from [2] to determine
if a user is having an epileptic seizure or not.
2.2 Astrocytes in Artificial Neural Networks
Previous work has been done in an attempt analyze the impact of including astrocytes
in artificial neural network models. The authors of [35] modelled astrocytes by placing
them one-for-one with neurons with the function of increasing or decreasing synaptic
weights based on synaptic activity. They found that the addition of this type of
astrocyte generally led to a performance increase compared to astrocyte-less neural
networks on several benchmarks. They also explain that the increase in accuracy is
not simply an effect of the increase in the number of computational elements in the
networks. In addition, the authors of [30] construct a network of Izhikevich neurons (a
neuron model introduced in [19]) augmented by astroctyes placed one-for-one with the
neurons. They model the availability of glycogen in astrocytes and its consumption
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and transformation into ATP by receiving neurons. They show that the network they
constructed exhibits neuron synchronization effects as observed in real brains [30].
The authors of [8] construct an artificial spiking neural network and introduce
simple model of metabolic energy consumption. Each neuron is given a pool of
energy that it must draw from every time a neuron spikes. When a neuron depletes
its energy pool, it can no longer fire. They found that the addition of this type of
energy pooling leads to oscillatory behavior in the spiking pattern of the network [8].
These results are very much in line with those of [30], who used a comparatively more
complicated astrocyte model.
Also relevant is the work of Yuan, et al. [40]. In this work, they show that network
weights can be trained such that the network maintains a specific energy consumption
and that this can be done regardless of the number of neurons or synapses involved
in the network. This work differs in that we are attempting to train a network to
solve real tasks, rather than training a network to subsist given a constraint on the
percentage of total energy used for action potential generation, as done in the work of
[40]. We also are considering a more simplistic energy constraint system for the sake
of computational simplicity, similar to the model used by the authors of [8]. In this
model, neurons only consume energy when firing, whereas the authors of [40] utilize
a more realistic energy consumption model where neurons consume energy both by
emitting spikes and integrating inputs.
2.3 Hebbian Learning and Spike-Timing Dependent Plastic-
ity
Hebbian learning was constructed as a theory for synaptic plasticity in 1949 by Donald
Hebb. Hebbian learning holds that the synaptic connection between two neurons will
tend to be strengthened when the presynaptic neuron repeatedly takes part in leading
13
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Figure 2.2: Depiction of (2.14) with A+, A− set to 0.001 and τ set to 1ms.
to the firing of the postsynaptic neuron [18]. This rule is often summed up as ‘neurons
that fire together, wire together’.
Spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) is a form of synaptic plasticity that
modifies the strength of the synaptic connections based on the timing of post-synaptic






τ , ∆t > 0
−A−e
∆t
τ , ∆t < 0
(2.14)
In (2.14), w is the synaptic weight, A+ and A− describe the amplitude of the
weight change, or the learning rate, of the STDP rule. ∆t is defined as the time of a
post-synaptic spike minus the time of the pre-synaptic spike for any one synapse. τ
is a time constant that modifies the time window in which the synapse is susceptible
to change through the arrival of either a post-synaptic or pre-synaptic spike. The
magnitude of the weight update described by (2.14) is depicted in Figure 2.2.
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In Figure 2.2, it can be noted that there are two time windows where the synaptic
weight can be modified. If a pre-synaptic spike arrives sufficiently shortly after the
occurrence of a post-synaptic spike, creating a negative ∆t, the synaptic weight will
be decreased. On the other hand, if a pre-synaptic spike occurs soon before a post-
synaptic spike, the synaptic weight will increase. It can be seen, then, that this is a
form of Hebbian learning as, although Hebb does not mention a decrease of synaptic
weights in his work [18], with this equation repeated spikes that cause a post-synaptic
neuron to spike will tend to increase the weight of the synapse involved.
STDP, in addition to being used to describe biological learning, has also been
leveraged to solve computational tasks in ANNs. When used to solve tasks in this
way, STDP does not require supervision; ground truth data does not need to be
provided at the time of training. An example of a task solved with STDP is the
classification of MNIST images, where MNIST is a handwritten digit recognition
task compiled by Yann LeCun [24]. One work that uses an unsupervised approach
using STDP on MNIST is that of [13] where authors construct a synaptic trace-based
STDP rule and test its performance on training a biologically-plausible network to
solve MNIST. The authors of [13] use the following (2.15) as their STDP update rule:
∆w = A(Xpre −Xtar)(wmax − w)µ (2.15)
In (2.15), A is the learning rate and Xpre is a pre-synaptic trace. Xtar is the
target trace value, which is a constant scalar that serves to determine, effectively, the
firing rate that neurons that fire synchronously settle to. w is the current synaptic
weight, wmax is the maximum weight value and µ determines the importance of the
current synaptic weight on the weight update. This STDP rule is a synaptic trace
update rule, where instead of tracking both pre-synaptic and post-synaptic spike times
and updating the weights during either pre- or post-synaptic spike, as is the case
with (2.14), an exponentially decaying ’trace’ is incremented on each pre-synaptic
15
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Figure 2.3: Weight update obtained with (2.15) while varying Xpre and w. µ is set to 1
and Xtar is set to 0.5.
spike and the weight update is only performed on a post-synaptic spike. This is
less computationally intensive than (2.14), but still achieves good results. Another
difference noted in 2.15 is the inclusion of the weight in the weight update equation.
This has the effect of both ensuring that weights do not exceed a certain value and
helps to prevent rapid forgetting of previously-trained weights between neurons that
had previously been tightly ‘wired’ together.
The weight updates obtained with (2.15) under varying Xpre and weight values
can be seen in Figure 2.3. When collecting the data depicted in Figure 2.3, A from
(2.15) was set to 0.01, Xtar to 0.5, wmax to 1, and µ to 1. In Figure 2.3, it can be seen
that, when Xpre is large (indicating that that synapse contributed many pre-synaptic
spikes before a post-synaptic spike) the weight update is large, implementing Hebbian
learning. However, if Xpre is low, indicating that there were very few spikes in this
synapse before a post-synaptic spike, the weight is instead decreased. If the weight
is already at or near the maximum weight value, the magnitude of the weight update
is low, as when the pre-synaptic spike trace is already at the target value.
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2.4 Reinforcement Learning and Proximal Policy Optimiza-
tion
Differing from supervised learning, where a network is trained while making use of
labelled data, or unsupervised learning, where a network is trained to solve a task
without using labelled data in the training process, reinforcement learning instead re-
lies on reward signals. A reinforcement learning agent attempts to maximize received
rewards while rewards or punishments are received as the agent carries out its task.
Reinforcement learning has seen many successes in carrying out control tasks, such as
piloting autonomous racing vehicles [3], achieving superhuman performance on Atari
games [29], and besting the world champions of Dota 2, a modern competitive video
game [32].
The authors of [32] use Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) as their reinforce-
ment learning agent, as does the autonomous racing vehicle presented in [3]. PPO
is an actor-critic reinforcement learning algorithm, meaning that it contains two net-
works; a critic, which attempts to gauge the value of a state by received rewards, and
the actor, which chooses actions to perform in an attempt to maximize rewards from
its current state.
We use PPO in this work as the authors that developed PPO demonstrate that
it often learns quicker and converges to a more optimum solution [36] and PPO has
been successfully used in several applications. The PPO objective function employed
in the actor network is [36]:
L = Et (min(rtAt, clip(rt, 1− ε, 1 + ε)At)) (2.16)
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where L is the PPO objective function, Et is the expectation over the current batch of
samples, At is the advantage at time t, ε is a scalar constant determining the severity
of the clipping, π(at|st) is the policy of the learning agent; the probability that it
chooses action at at a given state st. πold(at|st) is a version of the policy from the
previous update of the network weights. The advantage, At is computed by [36] as
follows:
At = δt + γλδt+1 + ...+ (γλ)
T−t+1δT−1 (2.18)
where γλ is a discount factor influencing how far into the future the advantage is
calculated with, with λ acting as an additional discount factor that is applied after
modification of the rewards with the following:
δt = rewardt + γV (st+1)− V (st) (2.19)
where rewardt is the reward received by the agent at time t, V (st) is the value of the
state at time t estimated by the critic, and δt is the reward modified to incorporate
movement to a higher valued state.
Given the definitions (2.19) and (2.18), the advantage term of the PPO objective
function tends to increase as the agent chooses actions that bring it to more valuable
states over time and will decrease if it brings itself to less desirable states. As for the
loss function, the rt ∗ At term represents movement of the policy towards choosing
more desirable actions. If this term is high, than that indicates that the advantage is
increasing and the policy was updated to favor the actions taken to reach that point.
If the term is low, then the network is either ending up in less desirable states or
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updating the policy to choose actions that result in less desirable states. The min
and clip operations are done in order to stabilize the learning of the network. The clip
operation serves to disincentivize very large policy updates while the min operation
chooses the lowest and least optimistic objective. To train a PPO agent, the objective
function is maximized through gradient ascent while simultaneously training the critic
by minimizing a more simple loss function, such as a mean-squared error loss function
(MSE).
2.5 Datasets
Two datasets were used to evaluate the performance of the energy constrained LSM
constructed during the course of this work. The first is an EEG seizure detection
dataset. This dataset contains time series EEG data taken from an internal EEG
implanted in patients in 5 classes; healthy with their eyes open, healthy with their
eyes closed, measurements taken from patients currently suffering an epileptic seizure,
and measurements taken from patients who suffer from seizures, but not currently,
from two different brain regions. One hundred samples are available for each class,
and each sample is composed of 4096 integer measurements, which were sampled
at 173.61 Hz [2]. We adapt this dataset into a binary seizure detection task by only
using two classes; healthy patients with their eyes open and patients who are suffering
an epileptic seizure. An example from each of the two classes selected can be seen
depicted in Figure 2.4.
The second dataset utilized consists of accelerometer data collected from mobile
phones placed in 22 different test subjects’ pockets while they walked [10]. Data from
this dataset is formatted as 3 channels of data (from the X, Y and Z axis) sampled,
on average, at 32 Hz. The length of the data available varied for each user. This
dataset was adapted by only using the data from the two users for whom there was
the most data available and training the LSM to discriminate between the two users.
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Figure 2.4: EEG data collected from two separate patients; one healthy and one suffering
an epileptic seizure. A random sample from the dataset is shown for each class.
A sample from this dataset for the two users examined can be seen in Figure 2.5.
It can also be noted that the two datasets utilized are the same ones utilized by
the authors of [34] for evaluating their LSM. Both datasets were obtained with the
aid of the UCI Machine Learning Repository [14].
In order to test the influence of energy constraints on task performance with a
network trained with STDP, the MNIST dataset was utilized. MNIST is a collection
of 60000 training and 10000 testing images of hand-written digits. Each image is
scaled to 28x28 pixels and the images are grayscale, with pixel values ranging from 0
to 255 [24]. For the training and testing done, only 800 randomly selected training
samples and 200 randomly selected testing samples were utilized from the MNIST
dataset in the interest of computation time.
When verifying the functionality of the PPO agent created for Chapter 5, a game-
like lunar lander task was utilized. This task is provided in the OpenAI Gym, a
collection of environments meant to be solved by reinforcement learning algorithms
[7]. In this task, the agent must control a virtual space shuttle in a 2D environment.
It is rewarded for making a safe landing at the designated landing area and punished
for consuming fuel. The agent has control over the thrusters of the shuttle, allowing
it to tilt the ship as well as provide lift.
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Figure 2.5: 3D accelerometer data collected from two users from the gait identification
dataset. One random sample is shown for each user.
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Energy-Constrained Liquid State Machines
The first objective of this work is to analyze the impact of introducing a model of
metabolic energy constraints on the performance of a LSM on computational tasks. A
LSM is chosen due to it’s lower number of trainable weights and simple architecture,
allowing for speedy training times and more rapid iteration.
3.1 Implementation of Energy Constraints
The implementation of energy constraints was done in a similar style as in [8]: Each
neuron was assigned an energy pool. Each time the neuron spikes, the neuron drains
a fixed percentage of the energy from that pool. It was made such that neurons can
only spike if their assigned pools have equal to or greater energy remaining than it
takes to spike. In contrast to [8], we also allow multiple neurons to exhibit connectiv-
ity to the same energy pool, to be consistent with the connection style of biological
glial cells; according to the authors of [17], astrocytes in rodent brains are connected
to, on average, four neurons. These energy constraints are only applied to neurons
in the reservoir of the constructed LSM. The energy pools were inspired by the op-
eration of biological astrocytes, which can maintain an energy store in the form of
glycogen to provide to neurons as needed, draw glucose from the blood, and provide
neurons compounds that they can metabolize for energy, such as lactate [21]. These
phenomenon roughly correlate to the energy contained in each energy pool, regenera-
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tion of energy in the pool, and neurons consuming energy from the pool, respectively.
This model is not biorealistic in its modelling of the astrocytes, but does introduce
the constraint of energy to the neurons.
Specifically for the implementation of the energy pools, each pool was made to
have a maximum energy proportional to the number of neurons connected to it. This
was done by setting a maximum amount of energy contained among all energy pools
and splitting that maximum energy evenly between each energy pool. The maximum
energy for the system was allowed to be varied as a hyperparameter but was generally
fixed during our simulations. For convenience, the maximum energy in the system
was set as the number of neurons in the system, so that an energy pool had one
unit maximum energy per neuron in its pool. Each energy pool was also made to
regenerate at a fixed rate and the rate at which each pool regenerated was set in a
similar manner to the maximum pool energy; there is an energy regeneration rate
set for the whole system that is evenly distributed between each energy pool. When
a neuron spikes, it subtracts a certain amount of energy, controlled by a variable
hyperparameter, from its attached energy pool. If the energy pool dips below a
threshold, which is at minimum the amount of energy required for one spike, then
the attached neurons can no longer spike. When the energy pool is depleted in this
way, the membrane potentials of each attached neuron is reset and the neurons can
no longer spike until energy is regenerated past the threshold required for a single
spike. The membrane potential was reset as it made sense that a neuron might not
be able to maintain information from past spikes if it no longer has any energy to
spare, as dendritic integration also consumes energy [40].
3.2 Setup
A number of preprocessing steps were performed in order to prepare the datasets
for the LSM. On the EEG seizure detection dataset, this was done by first bandpass
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Table 3.1: LSM hyperparameters
Parameter Value Description
CE,E 1 Maximum connection chance, excitatory to excita-
tory
CI,E 0.2 Maximum connection chance, inhibitory to excita-
tory
CE,I 0.3 Maximum connection chance, excitatory to in-
hibitory
CI,I 0.15 Maximum connection chance, inhibitory to in-
hibitory
λE,E 1.5 Synaptic length modifier, excitatory to excitatory
λI,E 4 Synaptic length modifier, inhibitory to excitatory
λE,I 4 Synaptic length modifier, excitatory to inhibitory
λI,I 5 Synaptic length modifier, inhibitory to inhibitory
ΣE 4 Synaptic scaling for excitatory synapses
ΣI 5.5 Synaptic scaling for inhibitory synapses
Σinput 7 Synaptic scaling for input connections
αrecurrent 5 Recurrent synapse spike current modifier
pinput 0.50 Connection chance, input to reservoir neuron
ratioinhibitory 0.15 The proportion of inhibitory neurons
αactivity -0.01 The α for the activity function seen in (2.7)
βactivity 0.2 The β for the activity function seen in (2.7)
N 100 The number of neurons contained within the LSM’s
reservoir
filtering the data between 0.53 to 40 Hz, as suggested by the authors [2] and also
by normalizing the seizure data by dividing each timestep of each sample by the
maximum value in that sample. For the gait detection dataset, preprocessing was
done by splitting the data into 5-second chunks, yielding 266 individual samples to
be used for training and testing. For both datasets, 70% of the data was used for
training and the other 30% for testing the performance of the network. Initial LSM
hyperparameters used for this simulation and brief descriptions of each can be seen
tabulated in Table 3.1. These hyperparameters were selected by hand after a brief
manual sweep of the parameters.
In Table 3.1, the various C terms represent base connection chance between dif-
ferent types of neurons, indicated by the subscripts. CI,E, for example, is the base
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probability of a connection existing from an inhibitory to an excitatory. This param-
eter corresponds to Ci,j in the neuron connectivity equation used for the LSM, (2.5).
The λ terms modify how long, on average, connections are between different neuron
types, with λI,E corresponding to the λ variable in (2.5) for connections that connect
inhibitory neurons to excitatory ones. The Σ variables in Table 3.1 affect synaptic
scaling for different synapse type. In the reservoir of the LSM, synaptic scaling is
done for each neuron by dividing down incoming synapses by the sum of their values
and then multiplying by the corresponding synapse type; either ΣE for the incoming
excitatory connections, ΣI for incoming inhibitory connections and Σinput for incom-
ing connections from the input neurons. αrecurrent is a variable created in an attempt
to create a better balance between the analog inputs from the dataset and the digital
inputs from recurrent reservoir connections. This is done by taking the average input
per timestep of the training set for the dataset and setting the current value of a
recurrent spike to that average input multiplied by αrecurrent. pinput is the probability
of a connection existing between an input neuron and any given reservoir neuron.
ratioinhibitory is the proportion of inhibitory neurons in the reservoir, with the rest
being excitatory. αactivity and βactivity correspond to the α and β terms in the adopted
reservoir activity function, (2.7). N is the number of LIF neurons that compose this
reservoir. A diagram of the energy pool connectivity pattern within the constructed
reservoir can be seen as Figure 3.1. The LSM with the applied energy constraints
was implemented with a custom simulator constructed in Python with the numpy
module.
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Figure 3.1: Diagram of LSM reservoir’s energy pool connectivity. In this example, each
energy pool is connected to four reservoir neurons. It can be noted that neurons are not
shared between multiple energy pools.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 EEG Epileptic Seizure Detection Task
Accuracy results along with measures of the Lyapunov exponent and the separation
of the reservoir when evaluated on the EEG seizure detection dataset can be seen in
Figure 3.2. The LSM was evaluated with various energy parameters; the number of
neurons assigned to each energy pool was varied between 1 and 100 as seen as the
multiple curves in Figure 3.2. The amount of energy consumed per spike was also
varied between 0 and 2 energy units, where the system contains 100 energy units
evenly spread between all energy pools. All simulations performed were done with
100 neurons in the LSM’s reservoir. The LSM reservoir size was fixed at 100 neurons
in an attempt to balance computational cost with the performance of the LSM.
From Figure 3.2, it can be seen that the LSM achieves a maximum in both testing
and training accuracy with non-zero energy constraints. This increase in accuracy
is correlated with a rise in the separation of the reservoir around the same energy
constraint, seen in Figure 3.2d. In order to determine how correlated the accuracy was
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Figure 3.2: Results from evaluating the LSM on the EEG seizure detection task with
varying energy parameters. Results shown are those averaged over 20 independent trials,
with 1 standard deviation shown as a shaded region about the curves. a) testing accuracy on
the task b) training accuracy for the EEG seizure detection task c) the Lyapunov exponent
of the reservoir and d) the separation of the reservoir
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with separation, we compute the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between accuracy
and separation and also between the Lyapunov exponent and accuracy for each energy
pool setting. For the correlation between separation and testing accuracy, we obtain
an r-value of 0.8671 for the case with one neuron per energy pool, 0.8505 for four
neurons per pool, 0.8542 for 10 neurons per pool, 0.8292 for 50 neurons per pool and
0.8232 for 100 neurons per pool. For the correlation between the Lyapunov exponent
and testing accuracy, we compute the correlation coefficient, r, based on the Lyapunov
exponents that are not negative infinity and the testing accuracies at those points.
We obtain r-values of 0.8528 for 1 neuron per pool, 0.7950 for 4 neurons per pool,
0.6778 for 10 neurons per pool, 0.5390 for 50 neurons per pool and 0.3878 for 100
neurons per pool for the correlation between the Lyapunov exponent and the testing
accuracy.
For this dataset, a maximal improvement of 5.42% over the case without energy
constraints was seen with four neurons per energy pool and an energy consumption
of 0.2 per spike. A two-sided Student’s T test was performed to determine the sig-
nificance of this improvement, yielding a p-score of 2.92 × 10−4, indicating that this
result is significant, assuming a significance level of 0.05.
It can be seen in Figure 3.2c that the Lyapunov exponent of the reservoir is
monotonically decreasing, indicating that the reservoir is becoming more and more
ordered – that is, there is less and less deviation between final reservoir states given
a small initial difference. This intuitively makes sense, as energy constraints tend
to drive reservoir activity towards zero, which would, then, cause results to become
more and more similar as the energy constraints were increased. In other words, the
decreased Lyapunov exponent is likely caused simply by the attenuation of reservoir
activity as energy constraints are increased. It can be seen in the Lyapunov exponent
curves that there is incomplete data for some of the curves. This is because the
Lyapunov exponent was driven to negative infinity – that is, the reservoir responses
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Figure 3.3: Total number of spikes in the reservoir at each timestep for 200 timesteps of a
randomly selected sample of the EEG seizure detection dataset. Plotted on the y-axis is the
energy consumption parameter, on the x-axis time and color indicates how many reservoir
spikes were present at that timestep. a) 1 neuron per energy pool b) 4 neurons per energy
pool c) 10 neurons per energy pool d) 50 neurons per energy pool e) 100 neurons per energy
pool
were the same given an injected spike at the beginning of the evaluation. This is
likely due to the energy pooling mechanism and by resetting the membrane voltages
of the neurons attached to the energy pool when it is depleted – with more and more
neurons per pool and with higher energy consumption, it becomes more and more
likely that the membrane voltage accumulation caused by the initial spike will be
lost. This is supported by the driving of the Lyapunov exponent to negative infinity
sooner as the number of neurons per pool is increased.
Seen in Figure 3.3 is the spiking activity of the reservoir for a part of a sample of the
EEG seizure detection dataset. It can be seen that the energy constraints, depending
on the energy pooling regime, serve to attenuate spiking activity, especially very dense
spiking activity seen as the white regions in the figure.
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Figure 3.4: Results from evaluating the LSM on the EEG seizure detection task with
added noise while varying energy parameters. Results shown are those averaged over 20
independent trials, with 1 standard deviation shown as a shaded region about the curves.
a) testing accuracy on the task b) training accuracy for the EEG seizure detection task c)
the Lyapunov exponent of the reservoir and d) the separation of the reservoir
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3.3.2 Noisy EEG Epileptic Seizure Detection Task
The same test was done after adding white noise with magnitude 50% of the maximum
value of each sample to each sample of the EEG seizure detection task to analyze the
impact of energy constraints on the performance of the network on noisy data. The
results are shown in Figure 3.4. It can be seen that the results roughly match those of
the noiseless results seen as Figure 3.2; there is a maximum in accuracy at non-zero
energy constraints and similar trends in both separation and the Lypunov exponent,
except it can be seen that the Lyapunov exponent begins higher than its noiseless
counterpart and the separation is lower. This is expected, as the extra reservoir
activity from adding the white noise will make the reservoir states harder to separate
as all samples were injected with noise of the same magnitude.
Additionally, it can be noted that both the training and testing accuracy of the
noisy version of the EEG seizure detection task were higher than those of the noiseless
version, which is counter-intuitive. It could be that the low accuracy in the noiseless
version was an artifact of the relatively low spiking activity, seen as Figure 3.3. The
corresponding spiking activity plot for the noisy data can be seen as Figure 3.5, which
was collected for the same sample as Figure 3.3, except with the injected white noise.
It can be noted that there is significantly more spiking activity in the plot containing
the additional white noise. This is possibly due to the increased frequency of bursts of
high-magnitude inputs compared to, especially for the healthy-patient EEG data, its
noiseless counterpart. This increase potentially allows the LSM to better discriminate
seizure activity compared to the relatively inactive noiseless version, as the extra
activity would aid in preventing the measure of reservoir activity from reaching 0,
which would render classification difficult if this occurred for both classes. If this is the
case, however, a similar gain should be obtained through changes in hyperparameters
for measuring reservoir activity.
As for the accuracy improvement of the LSM on the noisy EEG seizure detection
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task, a maximum improvement of 6.17% over the unconstrained case at an energy
consumption of 0.25 for four neurons per pool was observed. As with the results on
the noiseless EEG detection dataset, a two-sided Student’s T-test was performed on
the results, resulting in a p-score of 4.64×10−5, indicating that this accuracy increase
is significant.
As with its noiseless counterpart, coefficients for correlation between separation
and testing accuracy as well as the Lyapunov exponent with testing accuracy were
computed for each energy pool setting. For separation and testing accuracy, a correla-
tion r-value of 0.8571 was obtained for 1 neuron per energy pool, 0.8956 for 4 neurons
per pool, 0.8996 for 10 neurons per pool, 0.9194 for 50 neurons per pool, and 0.9129
for 100 neurons per pool. Likewise for the correlation between the Lyapunov expo-
nent and testing accuracy, a r-value of 0.8332 was computed for 1 neuron per energy
pool, 0.8302 for 4 neurons per energy pool, 0.7101 for 10 neurons per energy pool,
0.5757 for 50 neurons per energy pool and 0.4035 for 100 neurons per energy pool.
This indicates that the testing accuracy is fairly well-correlated with the separation,
and less so with the Lyapunov exponent.
3.3.3 Gait Recognition Task
Similarly, the LSM was evaluated on the gait discrimination task, whose results can be
seen as Figure 3.6. Some similar trends as those with the EEG seizure detection task
can be noted; maximum testing and training accuracy is achieved at non-zero energy
constraints. The maximum testing accuracy increase was found to be 15.82% over
the unconstrained case at an energy consumption of 0.2 per spike and 100 neurons
per energy pool. As with the EEG seizure detection task, a two sided Student’s T
test was performed yielding a p-score of 2.23 × 10−8, indicating that this accuracy
increase is significant. Differing from the EEG seizure detection dataset, however, it
can be noted that the separation and Lyapunov exponent display opposite trends as
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Figure 3.5: Total number of spikes in the reservoir at each timestep for 200 timesteps of
a randomly selected sample of the EEG seizure detection dataset with injected white noise.
a) 1 neuron per energy pool b) 4 neurons per energy pool c) 10 neurons per energy pool d)
50 neurons per energy pool e) 100 neurons per energy pool
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Figure 3.6: Results from evaluating the LSM on the gait discrimination task while varying
energy parameters. Results shown are those averaged over 20 independent trials, with 1
standard deviation shown as a shaded region about the curves. a) testing accuracy on the
task b) training accuracy for the gait recognition task c) the Lyapunov exponent of the
reservoir and d) the separation of the reservoir
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Figure 3.7: Total number of spikes in the reservoir at each timestep of a randomly selected
sample of the gait recognition dataset. a) 1 neuron per energy pool b) 4 neurons per energy
pool c) 10 neurons per energy pool d) 50 neurons per energy pool e) 100 neurons per energy
pool
seen in the seizure detection dataset – the Lyapunov exponent rises sharply as energy
constraints are increased and then tapers off, while the separation of the reservoir
decreases, for the most part. Computing correlation coefficients between separation
and testing accuracy as well as between the Lyapunov exponent and testing accuracy
also tell a similar story. Between testing accuracy and separation, an r-value of 0.6937
was computed for 1 neuron per energy pool, 0.7670 for 4 neurons per energy pool,
0.6110 for 10 neurons per energy pool, -0.1583 for 50 neurons per energy pool and
-0.1424 for 100 neurons per energy pool. Between the Lyapunov exponent and the
testing accuracy a correlation coefficient of 0.4069 was computed for 1 neuron per
energy pool, 0.7378 for 4 neurons per pool, 0.4242 for 10 neurons per pool, 0.1842 for
50 neurons per pool, and 0.1446 for 100 neurons per pool.
For the results obtained from the gait recognition dataset, the increase in accuracy
may be attributed to an attenuation of overactivity in the reservoir. Seen as Figure
3.7 is the spiking activity of the reservoir given this dataset. It can be noted that, in
the case with no energy constraints, there are over 90 spikes per timestep, indicating
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Figure 3.8: Results from evaluating the LSM on the gait discrimination task with injected
noise while varying energy parameters. Results shown are those averaged over 20 indepen-
dent trials, with 1 standard deviation shown as a shaded region about the curves. a) testing
accuracy on the task b) training accuracy for the gait recognition task c) the Lyapunov
exponent of the reservoir and d) the separation of the reservoir
that nearly every neuron is firing every timestep, as there are only 100 neurons in the
reservoir. As energy constraints are increased, this overactivity is attenuated, poten-
tially allowing the output layer to better discriminate the reservoir states, though this
is not reflected in the separation metric. Also seen in Figure 3.7 as energy constraints
are increased are oscillations similar to those seen in the work of [8]. These oscilla-
tions are a result of parts of the reservoir being periodically disabled and re-enabled.
When a part of the reservoir spikes sufficiently often, it will be depleted and cease
to spike, thus removing inputs to other parts of the reservoir, further reducing the
number of spikes occurring in the network. As that part of the network is re-enabled,
it yet again begins spiking and contributing inputs to other parts of the reservoir,
increasing the number of spikes in the reservoir. This leads to an oscillatory behavior
as this process repeats over time.
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Figure 3.9: Total number of spikes in the reservoir at each timestep of a randomly selected
sample of the gait recognition dataset with injected white noise. a) 1 neuron per energy
pool b) 4 neurons per energy pool c) 10 neurons per energy pool d) 50 neurons per energy
pool e) 100 neurons per energy pool
3.3.4 Noisy Gait Recognition Task
As with the EEG seizure detection dataset, white noise of magnitude 50% of the
maximum of each sample was injected into the gait detection dataset and this noisy
dataset was then used to evaluate the LSM. Accuracy results can be seen in Figure
3.8 while the spiking activities are shown in Figure 3.9. Similar trends were seen as
with the noiseless gait recognition dataset; the energy constraints tended to attenuate
overactivity and introduce an oscillatory action, shown in Figure 3.9. A statistically
significant increase in testing accuracy was also seen as energy constraints were in-
creased, with a maximum testing accuracy increase of 11.58% observed over the case
with no energy constraints with a two-sided Student’s T-test p-score of 1.87× 10−8.
This was seen with 100 neurons per energy pool and an energy consumption of 0.65
per spike. As with the noiseless version of this dataset, correlation coefficients were
computed between both the separation and testing accuracy as well as the Lyapunov
exponent and testing accuracy. Between testing accuracy and separation an r-value
of 0.2672 was computed for 1 neuron per energy pool, 0.2258 for 4 neurons per energy
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pool, 0.1900 for 10 neurons per energy pool, -0.0217 for 50 neurons per energy pool
and 0.2375 for 100 neurons per energy pool. Between the Lyapunov exponent and
the testing accuracy, an r-value of 0.1161 was calculated for 1 neuron per energy pool,
0.1250 for 4 neurons per pool, 0.1277 for 10 neurons per pool, -0.1052 for 50 neurons
per pool and 0.0511 for 100 neurons per pool.
3.4 Comparison to Other Work
The authors of [34] create a LSM with 60 LIF neurons in the reservoir. They imple-
ment a version of synaptic efficacy introduced in the work of Markram et al. [28].
As the output layer of their network, they use an MLP with 4 hidden neurons and
the output neuron. As input data, they use the EEG seizure detection dataset pre-
sented in the work of [2], and split it into four channels by using bandpass filters with
frequencies 0-3 Hz, 4-8Hz, 8-13Hz and 13-30Hz [34]. Polepalli et al. also quantize
their network – using 3 bits for intra-reservoir weights, 21 bits for each sample of the
input, and 12 bits for the output current of each neuron. For use in training the MLP
to classify whether a patient is having a seizure or not, the authors use the number
of reservoir spikes that occurred in the last 1s of each timeseries of the EEG seizure
detection dataset [34]. As far as we know, this is the only other work that evaluates
an LSM on the same binary EEG seizure detection task.
We modify the LSM we have already created to be as similar as possible to the
LSM created by Polepalli et al. in order to facilitate comparison of results. We
reduce the number of hidden neurons in our network from 100 to 60 and perform the
same bandpass filtering on the EEG seizure data. We perform quantization of the
input data to 21 bits (by quantizing each channel to Q1.19 fixed point format, with
a sign bit) and the same quantization of the recurrent weights in the reservoir to 3
bits (we use Q3.0 fixed point and no sign bit). We do not implement an MLP at
the end of our LSM and instead keep a single output neuron and train a set of fully
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connected weights from the reservoir to that output neuron with the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse. Also, we do not implement any form of synaptic efficacy nor do we
use a sliding spike count as a measure of reservoir activity; we instead use the linearly
decaying trace of reservoir activity mentioned in Section 2.1.3. In order to be as
comparable as possible to the work of Polepalli et al, we also quantize our measures
of reservoir activity, LIF neuron membrane potentials, and energy pool energy to 12
bit numbers; Q3.9, Q0.12, and Q1.11 respectively. This quantization is done in order
to be as comparable as possible to the results of [34] and, as similar quantization
and the same number of neurons in the reservoir are utilized, it is believed that the
results obtained with our reservoir should be comparable to the results of Polepalli,
et al [34].
In tuning the network’s performance, we additionally set the average length of
synaptic connections to 0.14 times what it was before, as this was seen to give good
results on sweeping this parameter. Also the timestep size was fixed to 0.01s rather
than using the sampling period of the dataset, as this was seen to give good results.
We also explore the impact of energy constraints on this network by taking the im-
plemented network and performing a grid search through different energy constraint
regimes and recording the training and testing accuracy at each regime.
3.4.1 Results
Our implementation of the quantized LSM, after a manual hyperparameter search,
achieves an average testing accuracy of 85.92% without energy constraints, averaged
over 20 independent training and testing cycles, each starting with different random
number generator seeds. This is comparable to the testing accuracy reported by the
authors of [34] (85.1%).
Results from applying energy constraints can be seen in Figure 3.10. We found
that applying energy constraints, as seen earlier without quantization and with the
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single-featured EEG seizure recognition dataset, leads to a global maximum of ac-
curacy located at non-zero energy constraints. The improvement of the reservoir
performance correlates well with a spike in reservoir separation at the same location
as the increase in accuracy. We find that the highest observed increase in testing accu-
racy over the unconstrained case was 4.25% – boosting the testing accuracy to 90.17%
on average. This occurred with 1 neuron assigned to each energy pool and with each
spike consuming 10% of an energy pool’s maximum energy. This increase in accuracy
corresponds to a p-score of 0.00321, indicating significance assuming a significance
level of 0.05. Additionally, Pearson’s correlation coefficients were computed between
the Lyapunov exponent and testing accuracy as well as between testing accuracy and
separation. For the case with one neuron per energy pool, an r-value of 0.8329 was
calculated for separation and testing accuracy, 0.8529 for 4 neurons per pool, 0.8552
for 10 neurons per pool, 0.8755 for 30 neurons per pool and 0.8736 for 60 neurons
per pool. As for the correlation coefficients between the Lyapunov exponent and the
testing accuracy, a coefficient of 0.6896 was calculated for the case with 1 neuron per
energy pool, 0.2026 for 4 neurons per pool, 0.1343 for 10 neurons per pool, 0.1382 for
30 neurons per pool and 0.1544 for 60 neurons per pool.
In addition to the good results for the quantized LSM observed under energy
constraints with hand-picked parameters, we also perform a more programmatic ap-
proach to selecting network hyperparameters by performing a random grid search.
This was done over a standard grid search because, as per the work of [5], performing
a random grid search for hyperparameters is often more efficient than a standard grid
search or a manual parameter search. This random grid search was done by perform-
ing a random search of many hyperparameters that were previously hand-picked and
tuned by hand. Parameters were selected from a uniform random distribution in a
range thought to be reasonable. Two hundred random selections of hyperparameters
was performed and tested with zero energy constraints on the quantized LSM. A dis-
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Figure 3.10: Results obtained from sweeping through energy constraint setups for the
quantized LSM. a) Testing accuracy b) Training accuracy c) Largest Lyapunov exponent
estimate d) Reservoir separation
tribution of accuracies obtained with the randomly selected parameters can be seen
as Figure 3.11 and the distribution for the higher accuracies only seen as Figure 3.12.
From Figure 3.12, it can be seen that the highest accuracy obtained in the uncon-
strained case is well above the 90.17% testing obtained with hand-picked hyperparam-
eters. The highest testing accuracy observed from all of the sets of random selections
was 93.75% in the absence of energy constraints. The hyperparameters that give the
aforementioned results can be seen tabulated in Table 3.2. As energy constraints were
applied, the highest testing accuracy observed was 96.00%, an improvement of 2.25%
over the original. This increase in accuracy, with hypothesis testing, was seen to cor-
respond to a p-score of 0.00326, indicating that the increase in accuracy is significant.
This point of highest accuracy increase occurred at an energy consumption of 0.35
with 4 neurons per energy pool. With these energy settings, the number of spikes in
the reservoir was also reduced by 18.3%, reducing the number of spikes per sample
from 33370, on average, to 27257. A plot of testing and training accuracy along with
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Figure 3.11: Accuracy spread from performing 200 random selections of multiple reservoir
hyperparameters
Figure 3.12: Accuracy spread from performing 200 random selections of multiple reservoir
hyperparameters for accuracies greater than 90%
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Table 3.2: LSM hyperparameters obtained from the random sweep
Parameter Value Range Description
CE,E 0.726 0 to 1.5 Maximum connection chance, excitatory to exci-
tatory
CI,E 0.331 0 to 1.5 Maximum connection chance, inhibitory to exci-
tatory
CE,I 1.269 0 to 1.5 Maximum connection chance, excitatory to in-
hibitory
CI,I 0.390 0 to 1.5 Maximum connection chance, inhibitory to in-
hibitory
λE,E 5.662 0 to 10 Synaptic length modifier, excitatory to excitatory
λI,E 6.089 0 to 10 Synaptic length modifier, inhibitory to excitatory
λE,I 6.869 0 to 10 Synaptic length modifier, excitatory to inhibitory
λI,I 9.873 0 to 10 Synaptic length modifier, inhibitory to inhibitory
ΣE 6.301 1 to 10 Synaptic scaling for excitatory synapses
ΣI 7.167 1 to 10 Synaptic scaling for inhibitory synapses
Σinput 7.418 1 to 10 Synaptic scaling for input connections
αrecurrent 8.000 1 to 10 Recurrent synapse spike current modifier
pinput 0.765 0 to 1 Connection chance, input to reservoir neuron
ratioinhibitory 0.113 0 to 0.5 The proportion of inhibitory neurons
αactivity -0.055 -1e-5 to -1e-1 The α for the activity function seen in (2.7)
βactivity 0.873 0 to 1 The β for the activity function seen in (2.7)
N 60 - The number of LIF neurons in the reservoir
the Lyapunov exponent and separation for this set of hyperparameters can be seen
as Figure 3.13
Comparing the parameters obtained by random sweep seen in Table 3.2 with the
hand-picked ones seen in Table 3.1, it would appear that the length of all synaptic
connections was lengthened, especially connection length between excitatory neurons.
The probability of connection between neurons is also increased across the board.
In addition, synaptic weights are increased across the board through the synaptic
scaling values and αrecurrent. The number of inhibitory neurons is also substantially
reduced. Overall, this leads to the overall effect of having a much more interconnected
reservoir, especially with excitatory neurons which are allowed to have much longer
connections than when manually chosen. This more interconnected reservoir should
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Figure 3.13: Results obtained from sweeping through energy constraint regimes for the
quantized LSM with the set of randomly selected hyperparameters that gave the best testing
accuracy. a) Testing accuracy b) Training accuracy c) Largest Lyapunov exponent estimate
d) Reservoir separation
also spike more often due to the higher synaptic strengths.
It can be seen in Figure 3.13 that the same general trend can be seen in both
the accuracy and separation; accuracy rises above what it was in the unconstrained
case, with a corresponding rise in separation at the same location. These results
differ, however, in that the accuracy generally does not drop off sharply as energy
constraints are increased. This does happen for the case with one neuron per en-
ergy pool because with an energy consumption greater than one, the energy pool will
not have a maximum energy large enough to cover the energy cost of a single spike,
rendering spiking impossible. The absence of a sudden dropoff in accuracy is not
observed for the other pool settings possibly due to higher interconnectivity of the
reservoir. With a much more highly connected reservoir and higher effective synaptic
weights, excitatory spiking activity that would previously have been localized to one
location in the reservoir and more susceptible to be shut down due to energy con-
sumption is now spread throughout the reservoir, potentially stabilizing the function
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of the reservoir at higher energy consumption rates.
In addition, correlation coefficients were computed for the results seen in Figure
3.13 to check the correlation of both the testing accuracy with the separation as well
as the correlation of the testing accuracy with the Lyapunov exponent. An r-value
of 0.8411 was computed for the correlation of separation with testing accuracy for 1
neuron per energy pool, 0.3401 for 4 neurons per energy pool, 0.3842 for 10 neurons
per pool, 0.4741 for 30 neurons per pool and 0.4304 for 60 neurons per pool. Similarly
for the correlation between the Lyapunov exponent and the testing accuracy, an r-
value of 0.0905 was calculated for 1 neuron per pool, -0.0321 for 4 neurons per pool,
-0.00001 for 10 neurons per pool, 0.3841 for 30 neurons per pool and 0.5282 for 60
neurons per pool.
3.4.2 Impact of Reservoir Size
Additionally, the reservoir size was varied using the same quantized reservoir with
hyperparameters chosen by random grid search in order to observe the impact of
energy constraints at differing reservoir sizes. Results from performing this sweep
while evaluating the LSM on the four-channel EEG seizure detection task can be
seen in Figure 3.14. In the creation of Figure 3.14, the number of neurons per energy
pool was fixed to four, as that number of neurons per pool was seen to lead to the
best results with a reservoir size of 60 neurons. The number of neurons within the
reservoir was varied between 100, 200 and 500 neurons. Larger reservoir sizes were
not explored due to their increasingly large computational costs.
In Figure 3.14, the same trend as seen in the case with 60 neurons in the reservoir,
the results for which seen in Figure 3.13, can also be seen with larger reservoir sizes.
That is, an increase in both accuracy and separation can be observed as the energy
constraints are varied. It can additionally be seen that the accuracy at larger reservoir
sizes is also larger, which could be attributed to higher separation in the reservoir,
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Figure 3.14: Results obtained using the quantized reservoir with hyperparameters chosen
by random grid search while varying reservoir size. a) Testing accuracy b) Training accuracy
c) Largest Lyapunov exponent estimate d) Reservoir separation
possibly caused by the increased dimensionality introduced by higher reservoir size.
The same two-sided Student’s T test was performed to test the hypothesis that the
accuracy under differing energy constraints was different from the accuracy obtained
with no energy constraints.
For 100 neurons in the reservoir, the highest testing accuracy observed was 96.33%
at an energy consumption of 0.6 per spike. Without energy constraints, the same
reservoir obtained 94.83%. This increase in accuracy corresponded to a p-score of
0.037, indicating statistical significance assuming a significance level of 0.05. With
a 200 neuron reservoir, the testing accuracy was improved from 95.17% with no
energy constraints to 97.25% at a consumption of 0.35 per spike. Hypothesis testing
resulted in a p-score of 0.0015 for this difference. For a 500 neuron reservoir, the
highest average testing accuracy observed was 97.75%, improved from 95.08% at a




The second objective of this work is to analyze the effect of energy constraints on
STDP learning.
4.1 Impact of Energy Constraints on Neuron Spike Rate
Firstly the influence of energy constraints on neuron spiking patterns was analyzed.
This was be done by predicting the amount that the neuron spiking rate is attenuated
depending on the severity of the energy constraints applied. Neurons, for this case,
were LIF neurons driven with Poisson-distributed spike patterns.
Towards this goal, the impact of energy constraints on the expected neuron spik-
ing rate is modelled. In essence, energy constraints act as a low-pass filter; if the
incoming spike frequency is too high, the neuron’s energy pool will not be able to
regenerate energy quickly enough and it will be depleted, disabling the neuron. If the
incoming spiking frequency is sufficiently low, however, the neuron’s spiking rate will
be unaffected, as it will be able to regenerate all of the required energy to generate
the spikes. The amount of attenuation of the output spike rate compared to the input
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that is, the frequency attenuation (the output frequency foutput over the input fre-
quency finput) is equal to the base spiking frequency without energy constraints,
foutput
finput o
, multiplied by the fraction of time that the neuron is enabled, tenabled
t
. With a
constant input spike rate, it is intuitive that the neuron will be enabled according to
the ratio of the energy it regenerates to the energy that it consumes. For example,
if our energy consumption rate due to output spikes is 100 units per second and we
regenerate at 10 units per second, we can expect that we will only be able to spike
for one tenth of the simulation duration in the long run, ignoring any initial energy














In (4.2), eregen is the rate at which the pool regenerates energy and econsumption
is the rate at which the neuron consumes energy assuming it is always enabled. We
also cap this fraction at one, as when the neuron is regenerating more than it is
consuming, it will be fully enabled. The energy consumption rate, without disabling
of energy pools, will be equal to the following:
econsumption = ∆foutput (4.3)
where ∆ is the energy cost per output spike.
In addition to the above approximation of attenuation at high frequencies due
to energy constraints, there will also be attenuation in neuron spiking frequencies
at very low frequencies due to the influence of the decaying membrane threshold
present in the LIF neuron model. This is derived by approximating the neuron’s
membrane potential as exponentially decaying for a period of time and with spikes
of membrane potential. It is assumed that spikes are obtained at a rate of r, with
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average interarrival time 1
r
. An expression for the membrane potential can then be:
Vm(i+ 1) = Vm(i)e
− 1
τm∗r + α (4.4)
where i is the spike count, τm is a time constant determining how quickly the mem-






where weight is the weight of the synapse delivering the spikes, Rm is the membrane
resistance and ∆t is the timestep used for the simulation. Additionally, for simplicity,





Assuming the above, an expression representing the number of input spikes re-
quired to reach an arbitrary membrane potential Vm is derived:
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dVm
di
= −(1− p) ∗ Vm + α





= −(1− p) ∗ dx
di
= −(1− p) ∗ u
du
u
= −(1− p) ∗ di
u = C ∗ e−(1−p)∗i
−(1− p) ∗ Vm + α = C ∗ e−(1−p)∗i
Vm =
α + C ∗ e−(1−p)∗i
1− p
with Vm(i = 0) = Vmo : Vm =











where C is an integration constant whose value was found by including an initial
membrane potential.
(4.7) represents how many input spikes are required to reach a specified membrane
potential, given an initial potential. This assumes that the reset voltage, Vr is zero,
as it is in our simulations. This equation does not take into account lost membrane
potential due to any voltage above the threshold voltage being lost, but it displays
the same general trends of the simulation results:
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Figure 4.1: Actual versus expected spike ratio attenuation for (4.7). The average attenu-
ation over 100 Poisson spike trains for each frequency is plotted.
In order to account for the loss of membrane potential caused by the membrane
potential exceeding the threshold voltage within one timestep, i from (4.7) can always
be rounded up, as this is what happens during our simulations; a whole number
of input spikes is always required to generate an action potential and any fraction
from exceeding the membrane potential is truncated. Taking ceil(i), however yields
quantized results. This was corrected by collecting predictions from rounding results
of (4.7) over many interarrival times, sampled from an exponential distribution with a
mean equal to the average interarrival time for the Poisson spike train used as input to
obtain spiking information from the LIF neuron. In addition, the approximation of the
influence of energy constraints on spiking frequency seen as (4.3) is also applied when
computing the predicted spiking rate attenuation. Results of this for low frequencies
and low energy consumptions can be seen as Figure 4.2, those for moderate energy
consumption as Figure 4.3 and high energy consumption as Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.2: Actual versus expected spike ratio attenuation seen when taking the ceil of
(4.7) at low frequencies.
Figure 4.3: Actual versus expected spike ratio attenuation seen when taking the ceil of
(4.7) with an energy consumption of 0.5 per spike. The average attenuation over 100 Poisson
spike trains for each frequency is plotted.
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Figure 4.4: Actual versus expected spike ratio attenuation seen when taking the ceil of
(4.7) with an energy consumption of 0.75 per spike. The average attenuation over 100
Poisson spike trains for each frequency is plotted.
From Figures 4.2 to 4.4, it can be noted that the fit of (4.7) matches the perfor-
mance of the simulated LIF neuron fairly well at low frequencies, but the approxima-
tion of impact of energy constraints on frequency attenuation worsens as the severity
of the energy constraints is increased. This is because (4.2) assumes that the neu-
ron will be disabled due to lack of energy only when the consumption rate of energy
exceeds the regeneration rate, on average, and does not account for periods of in-
put activity at a higher frequency than average, which would lead to more frequent
disabling of neuron spiking than predicted, and this would become more common at
higher energy consumptions per spike. Regardless, it captures the behavior of LIF
neurons with imposed energy constraints in that they serve to effectively bandpass
filter the incoming spike train – very low frequency inputs are attenuated on account
of membrane leakage and very high frequency inputs are attenuated by the energy
constraints.
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4.1.1 Relation to Rate-based Neurons
The action of the energy constraints, to reduce spiking frequencies in the presence of
high-frequency input, might be similar to the action of weight regularization the input
synaptic weights of a neuron. This would have the effect of reducing the magnitude
of the output from the neuron compared to the case before, where the overly-high
input weights were causing an inflation in the output value. As the output of a
rate-based neuron can be interpreted as the spiking rate of a spiking neuron, the
impact of weight regularization may be similar to the action of energy constraints
on a neuron, which would reduce the output of a neuron if its inputs would drive
it to spike too frequently; both tend to reduce overactivity of a neuron by reducing
the importance of the inputs to the neuron. This is done in the rate-based case with
regularization by reducing the weights of the input synapses and in the spiking neuron
with energy constraints by ignoring inputs if the neuron is disabled due to lack of
energy constraints. Both cases occur if there is overactivity in the output neuron,
which may be caused by overly-high input weights in the rate-based case or high
frequency inputs in the energy constrained case.
4.2 Impact of Energy Constraints on STDP
The impact of energy constraints on STDP was first analyzed for a single neuron by
modelling the impact of energy constraints on the effective weight change imposed
by STDP. This was also attempted for networks with more than a single neuron.
Additionally, the impact of energy-constrained STDP with varying energy constraint
parameters was examined while the network was trained to perform classification on
the MNIST dataset.
The model of STDP used for this task is the one seen in (2.14). For all trials,
we set both A− and A+ from (2.14) to 0.001 and also set τ to 1ms. Applying this
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STDP rule to a single neuron without energy constraints causes the weight vector to
align to the direction of the strongest input with the magnitude of the weight update
proportional to the overall frequency of the inputs. The impact of this STDP rule on
a single neuron with two inputs can be seen depicted in Figure 4.5.
Figure 4.5: The impact of applying (2.14) to a single neuron with two inputs with varying
frequency. The direction of the arrows indicate the direction of the 2D weight vector update
while color represents the magnitude of the update.
In Figure 4.5, it appears that the magnitude of the 2D weight update increases as
the frequency of the inputs increases. As the input frequency increases, so does the
frequency of the emission of post-synaptic spikes, allowing for more positive weight
updates, as per (2.14).
Introducing energy constraints to the neuron reduces the magnitude of the weight
vector, but maintains its direction, seen in Figure 4.6. This reduction in magnitude is
caused by the reduction in the post-synaptic neuron spike rate due to the introduction
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of energy constraints, causing less positive weight updates as per (2.14). As seen in
Section 4.1, this reduction in spiking frequency is most prominent for higher frequency
inputs, and the spiking frequency at which attenuation begins lowers as the energy
consumption of the neuron is increased. This effect can also be seen in the STDP
weight updates in Figure 4.7. It can be seen that the maximum weight update
compared to the case where energy consumption was only 0.25 per spike is significantly
reduced.
Figure 4.6: Identical to Figure 4.5 except with an energy consumption of 0.25 per spike
present in the output neuron.
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Figure 4.7: Identical to Figure 4.5 except with an energy consumption of 0.75 per spike
present in the output neuron.
It is difficult to notice from Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7, but the magnitude of the
weight update saturates to a fixed value (in addition to being lowered compared to the
case without energy constraints). This can be seen more readily in Figure 4.8, which
was obtained by measuring the magnitude of the weight update for when the input
frequencies were equal. It can be seen that the magnitude of the weight update tends
to level off over time. This is due to the influence of the energy constraints; the energy
constraints do tend to decrease spiking activity but they do not decrease spiking
activity to zero, at least when the energy cost for spiking is below the maximum
energy available in a pool. They instead tend to drive the spiking rate to a maximum
value, which is defined by the current spiking energy cost and the rate of energy
regeneration, likely related to the maximum spiking rate that the pool’s energy pool
can regenerate in order to support, used in (4.2). As such, the spiking rate slowly
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approaches a maximal value, fixing the rate at which post synaptic spikes occur and
thus how often a positive weight change occurs, as per (2.14).
Figure 4.8: The magnitude of the STDP weight update along the diagonal of Figure 4.7
This experiment was repeated in the case where the post-synaptic neuron shares
an energy pool with both input neurons. These results can be seen as Figures 4.9
and 4.10. In Figure 4.9, it can be seen that the behavior of the weight update as a
function of the input frequencies differs from the case where only the post-synaptic
neuron was constrained by energy (as seen in Figure 4.6); the weight update no longer
levels off to a certain value as the input spiking rate is increased but begins to decrease
the magnitude of the weight update after a point. This is caused by competition for
energy with the input neurons. As the input frequencies are increased, it becomes
more and more likely that all of the energy in the pool will be consumed by the input
neurons, starving the post-synaptic neuron of the ability to spike. Comparing results
with those seen in Figure 4.10, it can be seen that the input frequencies that lead
to attenuation become lower as more energy is required to spike. This is because it
becomes easier for the inputs to dominate the consumption of energy from the pool as
the energy cost for both the input and the post-synaptic neuron spiking is increased.
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As the post-synaptic neuron is mostly prohibited from spiking, the only weight update
performed is the case where the pre-synaptic spike occurs after a post-synaptic spike,
which leads to a strictly negative weight update, as seen in Figure 2.2. This can lead
to a lower final weight update magnitude than when no energy pooling with the input
neurons is performed.
Figure 4.9: Identical to Figure 4.5 except with a shared energy pool between all neurons
with an energy consumption of 0.25 per spike.
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Figure 4.10: Identical to Figure 4.5 except with a shared energy pool between all neurons
with an energy consumption of 0.75 per spike.
4.3 Energy Constrained STDP in Solving Tasks
We implement an STDP approach to solving the MNIST written digit classification
task. A network is constructed similar to the work of [13]; we create a network of 100
LIF neurons and apply STDP. We fully connect the MNIST image input, after first
converting each pixel to a Poisson spike train, to the group of 100 neurons. Lateral
inhibition is also applied, where spiking in an excitatory neuron leads to the inhibition
of all other neurons in order to create competition between neurons in which input
class they best respond to. We train the network by allowing modification of synaptic
weights by STDP for a subset of MNIST. After this, we reapply the same training
set and count how many spikes were emitted from each neuron and keep track of
this for each class of the dataset. At the end of this reapplication we label neurons
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according to which input class they responded to most. We then apply a testing set
and classify each testing sample by choosing the class that had the most spikes in the
now-labelled neurons.
MNIST data is supplied as integer pixel data, with each pixel ranging from 0 to
255, with 0 indicating the white, paper background and 255 a dark foreground; the
handwriting. We process each pixel by dividing by the maximum pixel value, 255,
and then obtain a desired Poisson spike rate by scaling up by a constant indicating
the maximum spiking rate, seen as rmax in Table 4.1. Given this desired spike rate
as well as the timestep of the simulation, it is possible to construct a Poisson spike
train. This is done by using the product of the timestep and the spiking rate as
the probability for a spike occurring in any given timestep. We only use 1000 of the
MNIST images for this task in order to reduce the number of computations required.
Lateral inhibition is implemented by creating synapses between each neuron to
every other neuron with negative synaptic weights. Through manual experimentation
with the network using the hyperparameters detailed in Table 4.1, it was found that
a lateral inhibition that fully reset all other neurons led to the best results. This is
likely not true for all sets of hyperparameters but appears to be the case for this set
of hyperparameters.
For this task, we use the same STDP weight update equation as presented in the
work of [13]. This equation can be seen as (2.15). We additionally set the µ term to
zero, so that the update of the synaptic weight has no bearing on the current weight.
This was done to ensure that there would be no conflict with the aforementioned
synaptic scaling implemented in the network. Xpre from (2.15) is incremented by 1
for each pre-synaptic spike, and Xpre exponentially decays according to the following:
∆Xpre = −Xpre∆t/τ (4.8)
In (4.8), Xpre is the same Xpre from (2.15), ∆t is the length of a timestep, and τ
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is a time constant influencing how quickly Xpre decays.
In Table 4.1, ∆t is the length of a single timestep. T is the simulation duration
per image in the MNIST dataset. A and Xtar are the same as those from (2.15). τ
is the same tau from (4.8). wmax is the maximum positive synaptic weight. Σ is a
scalar determining the magnitude of synaptic scaling by setting how large the sum of
the positive weights is. Cm and Rm are the LIF neuron membrane capacitance and
resistance, respectively. Vreset and Vth are the LIF neuron reset voltage and threshold
voltage, respectfully. rmax is the maximum Poisson spike train spiking frequency, N
is the number of output neurons, and α is how much current is applied through a
synapse when there is a spike.
After training, the network achieves an average accuracy (over 9 random initializa-
tions) of 58.5%, compared to the 82.9% reported by [13]. It was attempted to correct
this difference by adopting hyperparameters from and using preprocessing methods
similar to those used in the work of [13]. However, this did not lead to an improve-
ment in performance. A random hyperparameter sweep was also performed, but no
sets of hyperparameters achieved a higher accuracy than the one obtained with the
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hand-picked hyperparameters listed in Table 4.1. A more detailed hyperparameter
search is likely required to obtain better results on this task.
A confusion matrix depicting the performance of the network achieving 58.5%
accuracy can be seen as Figure 4.11. Additionally, the average weights learned can
be seen in Figure 4.12. As the network is fully connected to the input layer, Figure
4.12 was obtained by averaging the synaptic weights for all neurons associated with a
single class label across 9 independent training, labelling and evaluation cycles. The
weights were then reshaped to the original MNIST shape (28×28) in order to display
the weights pictorially. It can be noted that the weights tend to take the shape of
digits from MNIST. This is expected, as synaptic weights tend to align themselves
with the input that causes the post-synaptic neurons to spike, which is the inputs
that have high pixel values; the foreground of the MNIST image. Neurons are able
to learn to react to only certain inputs, as well, rather than responding to all MNIST
inputs. This is due to the competition introduced between the neurons on account of
lateral inhibition.
Figure 4.11: Confusion matrix generated for the network trained to solve MNIST with
STDP without energy constraints.
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Figure 4.12: Synaptic weights for each class label for a network trained to recognize
MNIST images with STDP.
Energy constraints were then applied to the network to analyze their effect. We
implement the same energy constraints used to generate Figures 4.6 and 4.7, where
there is energy consumption only in post synaptic neurons. Only one neuron was
assigned to each energy pool. A sweep of the amount of energy consumed when a
post-synaptic spike occurs was done, sweeping from 0 to 2 energy units consumed
per spike with a step of 0.05. It was found that the highest accuracy achieved during
the sweep was 65.389%, on average, which is 6.89% higher than the baseline. This
accuracy was found at an energy consumption of 0.55 per spike. Accuracy results were
obtained by averaging the accuracies of 9 independent cycles of training, labelling and
evaluation. On performing a hypothesis test to check the significance of the increase in
accuracy, a p-score of 0.0238 was obtained, indicating statistical significance, assuming
a significance level of 5%. A depiction of accuracy results obtained during the sweep
of energy consumption values can be seen in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Average testing accuracy results on an MNIST task with a network trained
with STDP. Average results are plotted as the curve in the center of the shaded region, while
the shaded region shows one standard deviation from the mean. Average accuracies are
obtained through averaging the results of 9 independent cycles of training and evaluation.
In Figure 4.13, a statistically significant rise in accuracy can be observed before
eventually leading to performance worse than in the unconstrained case. This is sim-
ilar to the behavior seen in Chapter 3. The average final weight was computed and
plotted in the same manner as without energy constraints, except with the energy
consumption set to 0.55 per spike. This can be seen as Figure 4.14. Comparing Fig-
ure 4.14 with its energy-unconstrained counterpart Figure 4.11, it can be seen that
the behavior of the weight update is generally the same; both tend to reflect the
inputs from their classes in their synaptic weights. However, with energy constraints,
it appears that the synaptic weights are slightly smoother and appear to better rep-
resent their assigned classes. This could be caused by the tendency of these energy
constraints to attenuate high frequency activity, leading to smaller weight updates
compared to the case without energy constraints. It does appear, however, that the
energy constrained network was given an insufficient amount of time to train, as in
the ‘0’ and ‘9’ class there is the presence of noise in the background of the digit. This
is likely the random initialization of the synaptic weights carrying over to the end
of the training period. This possibly occurs due to reduced spiking frequency of the
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neurons within the network; neurons that spike more frequently will be disabled due
to the energy constraints, and neurons will tend to spike more frequently as weights
are trained and for high-frequency inputs. With reduced spiking frequency, weights
will not be positively updated as frequently and synaptic scaling will not occur to
help to reduce the magnitude of the weights in the background of the images. This
reduced weight update frequency could be why similar noise is not present in such
magnitudes in the unconstrained case. It is possible that this network would exhibit
higher performance if the noise in its synaptic weights was reduced.
Figure 4.14: Average synaptic weights for each class label for the network trained to
classify MNIST images with STDP. Energy constraints were applied to this network with
0.55 energy units consumed per post-synaptic neuron spike. Synaptic weights are averaged
over all neurons sharing the same label as well as over 9 independent cycles of training and
evaluation of the network with different random initialization.
Additionally, it is attempted to apply energy constraints to a network that is
pre-trained to solve the MNIST task. This is done by first training the network
without energy constraints in the same manner that generated Figure 4.12. Energy
constraints are then applied and training is performed again on the same training
samples as when the network was trained the first time. The average weights obtained
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from doing this can be seen in Figure 4.15. In addition, in order to ensure that any
effects observed were not simply due to increased training time, the same procedure
was done except without applying energy constraints when training the network for
a second time, carrying over the weights from the first round of training. Average
weights obtained for this case can be seen in Figure 4.16. In comparing Figures 4.15
and 4.16, a similar effect as seen in Figure 4.14 can be observed; the weights appear to
be better representative of the neurons’ labelled class, especially evident in the ‘9’ and
‘4’ classed. It can also be seen that there is a lack of random noise (indicating that
the neurons with those labels were not sufficiently trained) for the neurons associated
with classes ‘0’ and ‘9’, likely caused by the increased training duration and starting
with weights that did not appear to have random noise present, seen in Figure 4.12.
For the case with 2 training epochs with no energy constraints, a testing accuracy of
58.72% was obtained and when energy constraints were applied to only the second
epoch of training, a testing accuracy of 62.00% was observed. These accuracies were
obtained by averaging results over 9 random initializations of the training and testing
set as well as the initial random weights. After hypothesis testing, it was found that
the increase of 3.28% was not statistically significant, with a p-score of 0.1193.
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Figure 4.15: Average synaptic weights for each class label for the network trained to
classify MNIST images with STDP. The network is trained with 800 MNIST images, first
with no energy constraints and then with an energy consumption of 0.55 per spike. Synaptic
weights are averaged over all neurons sharing the same label as well as over 9 independent
cycles of training and evaluation of the network with different random initialization.
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Figure 4.16: Average synaptic weights for each class label for the network trained to
classify MNIST images with STDP. The network is trained with a training set composed
of 800 MNIST images and is trained for two epochs on the full set. Synaptic weights are
averaged over all neurons sharing the same label as well as over 9 independent cycles of
training and evaluation of the network with different random initialization.
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Energy Usage and Performance Co-Optimization
The third objective of this work is to identify and make use of methods for the co-
optimization of energy usage and performance of an energy-constrained LSM. This
co-optimization is attempted within the LSM by employing reinforcement learning
techniques to adjust the energy cost of neurons residing within the LSM’s reservoir.
It is the thought that this energy usage optimization technique would prove useful in
reducing neuromorphic hardware computational costs if such an energy-constrained
network was implemented in hardware. This method may also be able to reach
more optimal results than with the grid search performed over energy consumption
in Chapter 3.
5.1 Methodology
The PPO agent to be inserted into the reservoir of an LSM was created in Python
(version 3.7.8) with Keras (version 2.3.1) using the TensorFlow (version 2.1.0 with
GPU support) backend. Both the actor and the critic networks were created as two-
layer feed-forward densely connected networks. The loss function used for the critic
network was MSE. The PPO loss function described as (2.16) is utilized in the actor
network. The hidden layers in both networks each contained 100 ReLU neurons. This
PPO network was created while using the source codes for the networks created both
for the original PPO paper [36] and a 3rd party PPO implementation in Keras [11]
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as references.
In the LSM reservoir, the PPO agent is placed alongside each energy pool. The
agent receives metrics of each neuron spiking activity and the energy pool’s current
amount of energy as input. Both the critic network and the actor network are fed this
input. The PPO agent is allowed to modify the energy threshold required to spike for
all neurons in the energy pool and can either increase this threshold, decrease it, or
take no action. This was used as the network’s action space as it was reasoned that,
by changing how much energy is required to spike, the agent would be able to modify
the spiking activity of the neurons in the energy pool based on the actions of the
neurons and potentially learn how to modify the activity to maintain performance
while decreasing energy consumption.
The PPO agent is rewarded based on the current level of energy in the energy pool
as well as the overall separation of the reservoir. It is desired to maintain or increase
the accuracy of the network while decreasing energy consumption, so, towards that
end, the separation was used as a proxy for accuracy, as it was seen to trend well with
accuracy in the results of Chapter 3 and computing the separation does not require
training of the network.
A depiction of the structure of the PPO agent and its relation to energy pools
can be seen in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.1, the network layers marked ‘fc’ are fully
connected layers and the connection between neurons within an energy pool to the
PPO agent can be seen.
To train the PPO agent, we take the energy-constrained LSM from Chapter 1 and
configure it to have four neurons connected to each energy pool, with 15 energy pools
total. We then pass inputs from the version of the EEG epileptic seizure detection
task that contains four input features into the reservoir. Every 10 timesteps, the
reservoir activity of each neuron within each energy pool is recorded and passed to
the PPO agent which then uses that information to modify the energy required to
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fire for the neurons in the energy pool. Only one PPO agent is used and trained
across all 15 energy pools. A lower action frequency is used (10 timesteps per action)
due to the relatively high computational requirements of the PPO agent compared
to the LIF neurons contained within the reservoir. Performing inference with the
PPO agent on the 15 energy pools takes roughly two orders of magnitude longer than
updating each of the LIF neurons within the reservoir. As a sample is passed through
the reservoir, the PPO agent takes actions and is rewarded. The agent is trained at
the end of one sample of the EEG seizure detection dataset using the actions taken,
rewards received, and observations of each energy pool. In addition, validation is
performed every 10 input samples, in which there is no exploration performed in the
actions taken by the actor.
Figure 5.1: PPO agent structure and placement in the LSM reservoir
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5.2 Initial Results
In order to verify if the PPO implementation functioned as expected, an agent using
the implementation was created to solve the same task as in the implementation seen
in [11]: the ‘Lunar Lander’ task from the OpenAI Gym, which is a collection of
environments meant to be solved by a reinforcement learning agent [7]. The Lunar
Lander task provides a video-game like environment wherein the agent is rewarded
for successfully landing its space shuttle and is penalized for crashing and consuming
fuel by using the thruster and its action space allows the agent to tilt the shuttle and
enable the thruster. The agent is trained on this task for some time, and plotted
rewards over time can be seen in Figure 5.2. This plot shows that the network is
learning to increase received rewards over time, verifying the functionality of the
PPO implementation.
Figure 5.2: Average rewards per episode obtained with the constructed PPO agent on a
Lunar Lander task provided in the OpenAI Gym.
The PPO agent was then inserted into the reservoir and rewarded for maintain-
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ing energy in the energy pools as well as for increasing separation and trained while
passing inputs from the epileptic seizure detection task into the reservoir. Average
rewards obtained can be seen plotted in Figure 5.3. Rewards were averaged by taking
the mean obtained over each 4096-sample long input from the epileptic seizure de-
tection dataset. It can be seen that the training rewards sharply increase after a few
episodes. This is an artifact of the method for computing the separation; reservoir
activities are collected until there is enough data to compute the separation, and then
rewards are given based on that separation. This leads to a period in the beginning
of training where there is no rewarding based on separation, giving rise to a jump
in rewards when the separation reward is first given. It can then be seen that the
average reward drops off as the network trains. This is likely an artifact of the com-
putation of the separation settling to the true value of the separation of the reservoir
after sufficient samples of reservoir activity for each class have been collected. It can
also be seen that the validation rewards do not increase at all over the duration of
training the network. The validation rewards do not contain rewards for separation
and only indicate those obtained for maintaining energy in the energy pools. It can
be seen, then, that the energy consumption is not reduced. This can be explained by
Figure 5.4. In the beginning of training, it can be seen that the agent is exploring the
impact of each action equally. As training progresses, however, it can be seen that the
network learns to exclusively take no action at all during the validation phases and
only take actions for modifying the energy firing threshold during exploration when
training, naturally leading to no improved energy efficiency or reservoir separation as
the agent effectively does nothing.
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Figure 5.3: Average rewards obtained while rewarding the PPO agent to maintain energy
in the energy pool as well as for the overall separation of the reservoir.
Figure 5.4: Frequency of selection of different actions by the PPO agent when rewarded
for increasing reservoir separation and high energy contained in the energy pools.
As the agent does appear to learn given another task and action space, the Lunar
Lander task from the OpenAI Gym, it is likely that further iteration of the action
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space and reward function is required in order to see any success in having this PPO
agent co-optimize energy with network performance.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, a model of metabolic energy constraints is applied to groups of spiking
neurons in order to gauge their influence on networks’ dynamics and performance
when carrying out a task. For the first objective of this thesis, energy constraints were
applied in various configurations to the reservoir of an LSM while the LSM was trained
to perform classification on two different tasks. It was found that the introduction
of energy constraints to the reservoir generally had a significant impact on both the
separation of the reservoir, measuring how well the reservoir separates samples from
different input classes, as well as an estimate of the largest Lyapunov exponent, which
is a measure of how chaotic the reservoir is. The constraints tended to lead to an initial
increase in separation, up to a point, with varying impacts on the Lyapunov exponent.
The separation of the reservoir was generally highly correlated with the performance
on a classification task and in most cases testing accuracy was significantly improved
following the addition of energy constraints. Improvements were, however, not seen
in very sparsely connected reservoirs, likely due to the tendency of energy constraints
to reduce reservoir activity, which was already lowered due to sparse connectivity.
In the second objective of this work, the impact of energy constraints on the spik-
ing activity of LIF neurons was investigated, along with the impact energy constraints
has on neuronal learning through STDP. It was found that energy constraints tend to
attenuate high frequency spiking activity in neurons, causing neurons to effectively
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act as bandpass filters on their inputs. This tendency to attenuate high frequency
activity is accelerated through the increase in energy consumption by the neuron
or through reduction of energy regeneration. With regards to STDP, it was found
that applying energy constraints to only the post-synaptic neuron whose synapses are
trained with STDP caused the magnitude of the weight update at high frequencies to
decrease compared to the case without energy constraints. When the neuron in ques-
tion shares an energy pool with neurons providing its inputs, energy constraints can
have the effect of reducing synaptic weight values at high input frequencies rather
than increasing the synaptic weight due to competition for energy with the input
neurons. Additionally, the impact of energy constraints on an unsupervised spiking
network trained to classify MNIST images was also explored. Without energy con-
straints, the constructed network performs worse compared to similar constructions
with the same number of neurons found in other works. After the addition of energy
constraints, a significant rise in accuracy is seen, potentially in part due to reduction
of the impact of high frequency inputs on the weight update, but this increase could
also be caused by the energy constraints serving to compensate for poor hyperparam-
eter choice in the network without energy constraints, such as an overly high learning
rate. Additional work with energy constraints on a network that performs well in
their absence would have to be performed to better determine the role of the energy
constraints on performance of an STDP-trained network on a computational task.
For the third objective of this thesis, it is attempted to co-optimize reservoir
performance and energy consumption by introducing a PPO agent to the energy pools
of an energy-constrained LSM. The PPO agent, despite demonstrating an ability to
complete another task, fails to learn any method of operation leading to improving
separation or energy consumption, instead learning to take no action at all times.
Future work involving modification of the reward function and action space is likely
required before this method of energy and performance co-optimization bears fruit.
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